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Engineering a Sustainable World

• Starting Point

• Engineering Roles and Responsibilities

• What next?



The Starting Point

• Prof Guthrie’s State of the World
– Ties achievement of Sustainable Infrastructure to a 

hierarchy of informed decision making and 
demonstrates how that works at each stage of project 
development

– Shows how the three dimensions of Risk, Resilience, 
and Opportunity influence whether decision makers 
will include sustainability considerations in their 
projects

– Talks about the role of rating and certification tools, 
decision support tools, calculators and guidelines in 
the delivery of sustainable infrastructure



A Complementary Perspective

• We all understand that change is required

• We all understand that engineering is central to 
the preservation of a sustainable planet

• We understand that our role lies at the 
intersection of client interests, regulatory 
interests and societal interests

• BUT we also have a fundamental engineering 
interest of our own



What does this look like?

Client

Society

Regulator



The Engineering Interest

• What is it and why is it distinct from the interests 
of other groups in society?

• Consists of three parts:
– Ethics

– Professional evolution

– Leadership



Ethics

• We are granted a license to carry out 
engineering in exchange for a promise
– What is that promise?

• What are our responsibilities under that terms of 
that promise?

• What should our role encompass given that 
promise?



The Bottom Line

• We have a responsibility to:
– Protect public physical and environmental safety

– Inform clients and employers of societal and 
environmental consequences of projects

– Interpret engineering issues for the public 

• We have the responsibility to inform but we 
share the responsibility to act with clients, 
regulators, and policy makers



Leadership

• Not achieving necessary levels of improvement
– Existing ways of doing things not getting us there

– Existing world leadership gets failing grade

• Our role as designer taking us away from role as 
originator
– Hence the focus on innovation

• Not seen by public as trusted advisor
– Tainted by association with those who would perform 

in a shabby manner



The Bottom Line

• the planet doesn't get where it needs to be without a 
substantial change in engineering practice

“If you never change anything then what you can really engineer 
is a kind of incremental improvement, but when you are willing 
to change things then what you can open up is a whole new 
world of design”

Bob Mansfield

Sr VP of Hardware Engineering

Apple



Professional Evolution

• Successful performance in the past meant:
– Delivery on time
– Delivery on budget
– Successful application of technology

• It also means:
– Protection of environment within regulation

• But the public now wants more from its 
engineers
– Meeting the needs of society today
– Protecting tomorrow’s society



What Next?

• That’s what we are here to talk about but several 
things are obvious: -
– Address our knowledge deficiency

• Supplement knowledge of technology and finance with 
knowledge of downstream consequences

–Take responsibility (and credit) for the 
consequences of our actions

•celebrate the innovative designers amongst us - take a 
leaf from the architects book

•learn from mistakes and acknowledge them



And Then…

• Address the innovation deficiency
– Become an originator again

– Push and support technology development

– Push and support sustainability with clients and 
government

• Wear your ethics on your sleeve
– Reject projects and clients who will not support 

sustainable work



And Finally…

• Take control of the industry’s reputation
– Talk to the people who are not here about our focus 

and why it is important

•Our partners

•Other stakeholders

•The rest of society

–Bring solutions, not complaints


